Abstract. In this paper a conceptual framework for characterizing the Supply Chain (SC) Collaborative Planning (CP) under a process perspective is presented. When analyzing the CP process view, the definition of coordination mechanisms among SC members results essential. With the aim of identifying the possible coordination mechanisms that SC members can implement, the structural elements necessary to define them are proposed. Finally, the impact that the coordination mechanisms structural elements have on the definition of the CP process is presented. The knowledge of the CP process, the coordination mechanisms and their relationship constitutes the basis for the latter identification of potential activities that can be supported by decision tools and for the partially or totally automation of the process.
Introduction
Collaborative Planning (CP) can be defined as a joint decision making process for aligning plans of individual Supply Chains (SC) members with the aim of achieving a certain degree of coordination [1] . Because CP belongs to the SC coordination problems category, CP decisions related to the mid and short-term temporal levels must be integrated (temporal integration). Furthermore, for each temporal level, the CP decision-making can be centralized if only one decision-maker exists or distributed, in case several decision makers exist. The plans of these different decision-makers must be also integrated (spatial integration). Indeed, [2] identifies as a major CP challenge to simultaneously achieve both types of integration. In a collaborative distributed context different decision-makers should share some information and should make several decision cycles involving repetitive sequence of decisions until a stopping criteria is achieved, in case negotiation exists. In this situation, the knowledge about the process results essential. Indeed, different authors strength the importance of analyzing the collaboration under a process perspective.
[3] define collaboration as a process in which entities share information, resources and responsibilities to jointly plan, implement and evaluate a program of activities to achieve a common goal and therefore jointly generating value. From the process perspective, there are different works that report flowcharts representing the CP process for a specific distributed decision environment (e.g. [4] , [5] , [6] ).
However, these CP processes are specifically designed for particular situations being necessary a generic approach that help in the definition, characterization and analysis of CP processes in general. In this sense, [7] conclude that a process will be defined when the answers to the following questions are known: (a) What activities are to be carried out?, (b) Who is responsible to carry them out and with what?, (c) When and how are they to be carried out?, (d) The process inputs, (e) The process outputs, (f) The process objectives, and (g) The performance indicators.
Through the CP process approach it is possible to implement the coordination mechanisms that link the SC members' plans. In this sense, [8] consider that the coordination mechanisms states how the SC members' relationship is operationalized (e.g. rules and protocols to exchange information, which decisions must be taken, by whom and when). [9] affirms that the coordination mechanisms for Distributed Decision-Making systems for a two-level hierarchical environment are: anticipation, instruction and reaction. [10] categorize the supply network (SN) coordination mechanisms into four classes: SN contracts, Information Technology, Information Sharing and Joint Decision Making. [11] establish that a coordination mechanism for a decentralized SN system should include at least three components: (i) an operational plan to coordinate the decisions and activities of SN members, (ii) a structure to share information among the members, (iii) an incentive scheme to allocate the benefits of coordination so as to entice the cooperation of all members. [1] states that the interaction between the parties involved in a CP scheme can be documented by a protocol defined by the following structural elements: the incorporation or not of a mediator, the initial solution, the number of rounds and the number of offers to be exchanged (stopping criteria) and the final results SN members can expect. In the context of agent technology applied to CP, [12] present the main characteristic of automated negotiations (collaboration level, number of participants, number of issues, decision sequence and learning ability), decision mechanisms that can be followed by agents (game theoretic negotiation, argumentation-based negotiation, auctions and heuristic based negotiation). [13] proposes an approach that breaks from the hypothesis that planning must always be conducted in the same way. By using multi-behaviour agents they propose to provide planning agents with the ability to adapt their planning behaviours according to changes in the environment.
From the literature reviewed, it can be concluded that there is a strong relationship between the CP process view and the coordination mechanisms that, in our opinion, requires a deeper analysis. This paper attempts to contribute to clarify this relationship being, therefore, the objective of this paper manifold: 1) to propose a conceptual framework for the CP process that support the characterization, definition and analysis of the CP under a process perspective, 2) to identify the structural elements of the CP coordination mechanisms and 3) to define the impact of the coordination mechanisms structural elements on the components of the CP process. The knowledge of the CP process, the coordination mechanisms and their relationship is essential for the latter development of any supporting decisionmaking tool and the partially or totally automation of the process.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2 the conceptual framework for characterizing the CP process is described. The coordination mechanisms structural elements for the CP are defined in section 3 and their impact on the CP process components is shown in section 4. Finally, section 5 reports some conclusions.
As [7] , we consider that a process is characterized when the answers to the questions (a)-(g) are known ( Table 1) . The answer to each question corresponds with the characterization of a specific component of the CP process conceptual framework. For a deeper explanation of the CP process conceptual framework, the reader is referred to [14] .
The order to answer each question is not sequential, i.e., during the CP process characterization the answer to some questions are interrelated. Furthermore, though global process inputs, outputs, objectives and indicators exist and should be determined for the entire CP process, each activity of the process presents its own inputs, outputs, objectives and performance indicators.
Therefore, to properly define the coordination mechanisms in SCs, the exchanged information among activities should be reflected. This internal information flow is missing if the only analysis of inputs and outputs under a general process perspective as a whole is performed.
As a consequence, the questions (a)-(g) will be answered not only from a whole process perspective but also, when it will be necessary, from an activity perspective. In Fig. 1 , a more detailed view of each conceptual framework component and the relationship between them are provided. 
Structural Elements of CP Coordination Mechanisms
In this section, the structural elements that should be specified in order to characterize coordination mechanisms in a CP context are proposed. Through this characterization, an analysis of possible alternatives for implementing the interdependence relationships between SC members will be made. The proposed structural elements are derived from the analysis of the conceptual literature cited in the introduction section combined with the abstraction and generalization of particular CP models and the own experience of the authors. Number of decision-makers: it makes reference to the number of SC members that are either under the responsibility of a SC planning domain at a certain planning temporal level or should coordinate and integrate the different plans of other decisionmakers (a mediator). It is of relevance the distribution of the decision-makers along the SC tiers and the number of decision-makers in each one. The most common situations discussed in the literature [12] are centered on a two tier SC and are the following: one-to-one, one-to-many and many-to-many negotiations.
Collaboration level: it represents the degree of interest in decision makers' performance. Agreed collaboration level is intensely related with the final results decision-makers should expect, the decision-makers' goal congruence, the information the SC members are in position to share and the trust between them. It is possible distinguish between three main levels of collaboration:
Strong collaboration (altruistic partners that puts the SC goals before its local goals) Low collaboration (self-interested partner that makes decisions mainly following its local goals) Balanced collaboration (any degree of balance between the two previous levels) Interdependence relationships nature: the sharing of power between SC decisionmakers could be not homogeneous. The relative position of each decision-maker in the SC depends on different factors that impact the influence of each decision-maker in the definition of the interdependence relationships. Two differentiate cases could be distinguished:
Hierarchical: the sharing of power between SC members is not homogeneous and, then, CP interdependence relationships are dominated by decision makers with more power in the SC. Their leadership could be reflected in the interdependence relationships in several ways (e.g., defining the negotiation stopping criteria) Non-hierarchical: all the SC members are recognized with the same power and, therefore, all the interdependence relationships are equally agreed. Interdependence relationships type: because SC planning decisions are made at different temporal levels and at each temporal level different decision-makers could exist, two different types of plans integration should be distinguished:
Temporal integration: it involves coordinating planning decisions across different timescales or across various levels of decision-making (tactical and operational). This collaboration type is always hierarchical.
Spatial integration: it involves coordinating the plans of different decisionmakers at the same temporal level. Depending on the sharing of the power between SC members it could be hierarchical or non-hierarchical. Number of coordination mechanisms: it refers to the number of different protocols under which the different decision-makers interact.
Unique: there is an only one protocol that is independent on the environment and other situation characteristics.
Various: when the environment is characterized by high levels of variability, it can be advantageous to define different coordination mechanisms to work under different scenarios. In this case, different options exists: o Pre-defined (non-learning ability): the number of coordination mechanisms are defined in advanced. The situations under which a specific mechanism should be employed and their characteristics should be specified. o Not pre-defined (learning ability): the decision-makers have the ability to acquire experience from previous negotiations (i.e. they are able to adapt their strategies with changing opponents, topics, concerns and user preferences) and to adapt to the context. They can modify their local planning behaviors and/or in concordance with the rest of the decisionmakers. Criteria to select the operation under specific coordination mechanism (available time to make decisions, source of the perturbation in the environment, etc.) in case several coordination mechanism exists.
Information exchanged: for each coordination mechanism the information exchanged between the decision-makers can make reference to SC attributes and decision-makers' outputs:
SC attributes: they consist of known characteristics of the planning SN elements and their environment (demand forecasts, capacity of facilities, operating costs, incentives, penalizations, etc.). It is known in the literature as information sharing. Decision-makers' outputs: they are those decision variables/ criteria values which, in some way, are passed to other decision-makers. This output data becomes input data for others activities, more specifically they become interdependent parameters of other planning activities. It is known in the literature as joint decision-making and it is the essence of collaborative planning. Depending on the possibility of changing the final value of the outputs by the interdependent decision-makers, two outputs categories could be distinguished: o Final Decision Variables/Criteria: their values cannot be changed under any condition during the negotiation process or, simply, because there is no negotiation. o Non-Final Decision Variables/Criteria: their values can be modified during the negotiation process due to:  Temporal integration: disaggregation of decisions should be made for being implemented (e.g. production volume of families should be disaggregated referred to articles)  Spatial integration: their values are adjusted before reaching the stopping criteria of the negotiation process (e.g. ordered/supplied quantities)
Information processing: the exchanged information for each coordination mechanism could be incorporated in different ways by each decision-maker. Part of the share information can be simply evaluated by other decision-makers (i.e. an ordered pattern can be evaluated by a supplier to know the value of his performance criteria when he does not deviate from the buyer pattern). Other exchanged information can be incorporated in the planning problem of a decision-maker by affecting his decisional space (introduction of constraints) and/or his criteria (penalizations or incentives for deviating from a constraint) Decision sequence characteristics: it allows define how the coordination mechanisms will be managed.
Beginning of the coordination mechanism: for each coordination mechanism it is necessary to specify when beginning (period, event-driven or a mixed), and how beginning (initial solution by upstream planning, downstream planning, random, by a coordinator, etc.) Sequence of decisions: the order in which the different decision-makers act and the decisions simultaneously made by different SC members should be specified. Stopping criteria of the coordination mechanism: in case negotiation exists, the conditions for ending a coordination mechanism could be defined in terms of number of rounds, limited time and the achievement of a determined aspiration level related with the final results the SN members can expect.
Impact of Coordination Mechanisms Structural Elements on the CP Process Components
In this section, the relationship between the components characterizing the CP under a process perspective and the structural elements of the coordination mechanisms is presented (Table 2) . A grey cell in the matrix means that the definition of the specific CP process component is either influenced or it is dependent on the characteristics of the coordination mechanism structural element. For instance, because the number of planning activities should be at least as the number of decision-makers, a grey cell appears in the intersection of the both items. Therefore, table 2 shows the impact of the coordination mechanisms on the CP process facilitating its properly understanding and representation. To understand the process and the relationship between its elements is, indeed, the first step and constitutes the basis to either totally or partially automated the process (e.g., by means of agent technology) or to develop decision support tools for each SC member, (e.g., mathematical programming models).
Conclusions
In a distributed decision-making environment, the way the collaborative SC members make its decisions and coordinate them results essential to plan the SC operations in a coherent manner. For this reason, there is a wide body of research that develops decision support tools for SC partners and proposes coordination mechanisms between them. The process view is necessary to implement the coordination mechanisms which are the essence of CP because it allows clearly define the information flows, the sequence and timing of decisions, the number of decision cycles, the stopping criteria, etc. Proper process knowledge and characterization is the first step to identify the potential activities for which developing decision support tools and to automate the process. The automation of the process can allow simulate and evaluate different coordination mechanisms under different scenarios before implementing them.
